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Abstract

This paper examines the relationship between multinational enterprises (MNEs) and the shut-
down of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in transitional economies. First, a two-country model of
oligopoly in partial equilibrium is developed to show how productivity of SOEs and international
trade costs in�uence the shutdown of SOEs after privatization. Under Cournot competition the
model predicts that if MNE�s acquisition of SOEs leads to higher productivity gains by the SOEs,
then local production for MNEs is pro�table and the SOEs are less likely to be shutdown. Further-
more, if SOE�s productivity is expected to rise only under MNE�s ownership, then rival domestic
private �rms have an incentive to acquire and shutdown SOEs; domestic private �rms may prevent
MNE�s ownership of SOEs and thus reduce competition in the post-privatization market. Second,
using �rm level data from Central and Eastern Europe, we �nd that MNE�s ownership of SOEs
signi�cantly reduces the probability of shutdown for privatized SOEs, whereas domestic ownership
of privatized SOEs increases the probability of shutdown. We also analyze productivity achieved
by SOEs under MNEs and domestic ownership and �nd that under both ownership structures
higher productivity of SOEs is associated with lower probability of shutdown. These results sup-
port our theoretical �ndings that if SOEs are expected to become more productive under new
ownership then the probability of shutdown decreases.
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1 Introduction

Privatization of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in transitional economies has been the fundamen-

tal instrument of restructuring state control economies into free market economies. As part of

transition from state to market economy, governments have used privatization as means to en-

courage in�ow of foreign direct investment (FDI) by multinational enterprises (MNEs)1 ;2. MNEs

have taken advantage of privatization and acquired many SOEs in order to gain quick access

to the local market and avoid international trade costs. SOEs have also bene�ted from MNEs

ownership as productivity and e¢ ciency of SOEs has increased. However, there is a concern in

transitional economies that the hasty divestment of SOEs to MNEs has exposed SOEs to the

prospects of shutdown and liquidation. The argument states that MNEs may have acquired SOEs

in order to eliminate potential competition and gain market share. After acquisition, the SOEs are

slowly shutdown and liquidated as they are less productive and require major capital investment

to increase productivity and e¢ ciency. This argument has further been substantiated by recent

research on MNE�s activities in developed and developing countries, where it has been found that

�rms owned by MNEs have a signi�cantly higher probability of shutdown3. We investigate this

argument by examining how MNE�s ownership of SOEs has impacted the probability of SOE�s

shutdown. We also study the role that productivity of SOEs plays in the decision to shutdown

SOEs after privatization. We argue that if higher productivity levels of SOEs lead to stronger

competition between MNE�s and other domestic private �rms, then �rms have an incentive to

acquire and shutdown SOEs to prevent tougher competition.

Shutdown of SOEs is a very real issue; especially that privatization is still on the agenda of

many governments. SOEs are still a substantial part of transitional economies. Despite many

1For example, World Investment Report 2005 reports that in South-East Europe large privatization has con-
tributed to FDI in�ows by $11 billion in 2004.

2For a review of the theory on multinational enterprises and foreign direct investment see Markusen (1995).
3See Bernard and Jensen (2004), Görg and Strobl (2003), Van Beveren (2006), Bernard and Sjöholm (2003)
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mass privatization programs over the last two decades, SOEs still play a vital role. For example,

according to the 2004 World Bank report in Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia, the

government�s ownership share of GDP in 2002 accounted for 20 to 50 percent in 22 countries

and in 4 countries SOEs contribution to GDP was higher than 50%4. Therefore, the shutdown of

SOEs in transitional economies can still have an enormous impact on employment and competitive

landscape.

In this paper, we develop a two country model of oligopoly in partial equilibrium to show

how productivity of SOEs and international trade costs impact shutdown of SOEs. Our model

incorporates aspects of international trade and industrial organization theory. It treats the privati-

zation process as a second-price auction and permits strategic interaction between �rms in order to

analyze the decision to shutdown SOEs. We show that rising international trade costs provide in-

centives for MNEs to produce locally and decrease the likelihood of SOEs shutdown. We also show

that prior to privatization, if productivity of SOE�s is expected to rise under MNE�s ownership,

then domestic private �rms have an incentive to prevent MNE�s from acquiring the SOEs. The

SOEs are then acquired and shutdown by domestic �rms in order to decrease post-privatization

competition and to increase expected pro�ts of the domestic private �rms.

We test our theoretical �ndings using �rm-level privatization data from Central and Eastern

Europe. Controlling for SOE�s productivity, age and size, our results show that SOE�s acquired

during privatization by MNE�s have a signi�cantly lower probability of shutdown than SOE�s ac-

quired by domestic private �rms. We �nd that SOE�s acquired by MNE�s have higher productivity

levels than do SOE�s owned by domestic private �rms. We �nd that a higher level of SOE�s pro-

ductivity is associated with lower probability of SOE�s shutdown by both MNE�s and domestic

private �rms. These results support our theoretical �ndings. First, MNE�s have lower proba-

4According to World Bank document on Economies in Transition: An OED Evaluation of World Bank Assistance
(2004), in 2002, SOEs share of GDP was: in Czech Republic 20%, in Poland 25%, in Latvia 30%, in Romania 35%,
in Croatia 40%, in Ukraine 35%, in Uzbekistan 55%, and in Belarus 80%.
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bility to shutdown SOE�s and want to keep local production. Second, if SOEs are expected to

become more productive under new ownership structure, then the probability of SOE�s shutdown

decreases.

This work adds to the emerging international trade literature on MNEs and the shutdown of

�rms. Much of the theoretical arguments for MNEs involvement in �rm shutdown are inconclusive,

while our model provides evidence that MNEs have incentives for long commitments to sustain

SOEs. We also show that if international trade costs increase or MNE�s ownership is expected to

increase productivity, then MNE�s will have a lower probability to shutdown SOE�s. Furthermore,

our empirical �ndings in Central and Eastern Europe show that SOE�s acquired by MNEs have a

signi�cantly lower probability of being shutdown than SOEs acquired by domestic private �rms.

These �nding contradict previous empirical studies done in developed and developing countries

that have found evidence that MNE�s ownership is positively associated with exit of local �rms5.

We also contribute to the industrial organization literature, which has extensively studied the role

of �rm exit in the market. Our results highlight the importance of studying �rm exit in di¤erent

economies as in the case of transitional economies.

Our �ndings should also pique interest among privatization literature that has so far primarily

focused on the performance of SOEs. Privatization is still an ongoing issue and our �ndings should

have genuine policy implications for governments that are still in the process of privatization. Our

paper provides the �rst evidence a¢ rming that for economies going through transition from state

to market, MNEs presence is not only bene�cial, but unlike the case with developed and developing

countries, SOEs owned by MNEs have signi�cantly lower probability of shutdown.

5See Bernard and Jensen (2004), Görg and Strobl (2003), Van Beveren (2006) on studies done in developed coun-
tries. For evidence from developing countries see Bernard and Sjöholm (2003) study of Indonesian manufacturing.
Also, Alvarez and Görg (2005) show that in Chile MNEs exit �rst when economy is in a downturn.
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2 Firm shutdown and privatization

Previous literature on �rm shutdown typically focused on �rm exit from declining industries.

Ghemawat and Nalebu¤ (1985) show that in a Cournot competition with asymmetric market

share and uniform costs, the larger �rm exits �rst and the smaller �rm remains a monopolist for

longer. However, changing the assumption on costs can overturn these results. Whinston (1989)

examines exit in declining industries from a multi-plant �rm perspective. He �nds that plants that

are a part of a multi-plant �rm will exit �rst. In contrast to these studies, our model examines

how �rm interaction and �rm productivity impact shutdown decision of SOEs in transitional

economies. We also incorporate an international trade setting where �rm competition in between

foreign and domestic �rms can result in the shutdown of SOEs. Transitional economies provide

a good environment to study whether MNEs have a higher rate and probability to shutdown

local �rms. Because SOE�s are government owned at the time of sale, we should expect that

government�s motives for privatization are not only revenue but also welfare and growth of SOEs.

Therefore, the rate of shutdown of SOEs should be relatively lower than �rm exit rates found in

other studies as governments allocate the SOEs to e¢ cient acquirers. However, the assumption of

government�s unbiasness when selling SOEs is questionable.

Our work is more in-line with growing literature in international trade that examines the

behavior of MNEs towards domestic local �rms. A recent paper by Bernard and Jensen (2005)

demonstrates that plants owned by U.S. multinationals and plants part of a multi-plant �rm have

a higher probability to shutdown. Other papers that examine this phenomenon in developed

economies include Görg and Strobl (2003) study of Ireland manufacturing sector and Van Beveren

(2006) who examines all sectors of Belgian economy. All these studies �nd that MNEs and �rms

owned by MNEs have a higher exit rate than pure domestics �rms. Similar studies were done in

developing nations. Bernard and Sjöholm (2003) study Indonesian �rms and �nd the same results
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as in developed countries. Only Alvarez and Görg (2005) studying Chilean data �nd no impact of

MNEs on �rm exit. We examine �rms that are going from state ownership to private ownership

and we also focus on productivity e¤ects on �rm shutdown. SOEs examined in our study have

been privatized through direct sale and serve as a great source of market entry for MNEs, as well

as, they provide MNEs with an opportunity of saving on international trade costs.

We also expend the work on privatization. The interaction between privatizing �rms and

foreign MNE�s has received little attention as compared to the literature on privatization and

performance of SOEs6. The literature on SOE�s performance can be classi�ed into two categories.

The �rst string of privatization literature compares pre- and post-privatization performance of

SOEs. The second compares the performance of SOEs to privately owned �rms. A summary of

these studies can be found in Megginson and Netter (2001). There are relatively few studies that

look at how speci�cally post-privatization ownership of SOEs a¤ects the performance of SOEs.

Studies that do compare performance of SOEs based on foreign or domestic ownership limit the

domestic post-privatization ownership to management or non-managerial employees, i.e. SOEs are

taken over by former management and employees from the government (Frydman et al. 1999). Our

contribution and expansion of this literature is when controlling for productivity and other SOEs

characteristics, we examine probability of SOEs shutdown. Prior to privatization, the decision to

shutdown SOEs was strictly government�s decision and SOEs were not subject to market forces.

After privatization, shutdown of SOEs has become a real issue and it is crucial for governments

to know who will be a reliable buyer.

6For an example of a study that analyzes MNE�s and privatization see Norbäck and Persson (2004).
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3 Theoretical Background

We analyze whether MNEs or domestic private �rms have a higher probability and incentives

to shutdown acquired SOEs after privatization. To achieve this, we specify a two country world

where �rms compete via Cournot fashion. We consider a representative consumer in a home (H)

country with downward sloping demand curve where the utility of the consumer is quasi-linear:

U = u(Q) + z (1)

and the u(Q) is quadratic:

u(Q) = �(Q)� �(Q)
2

2
(2)

We maximize the utility function with respect to the following budged constraint:

pQ+ z � I (3)

Solving the maximization problem we derive the following demand function for each good:

p = �� �(Q) (4)

In specifying the utility function as quadratic we are assuming the marginal utility of income is

�xed. By adding the numeraire good z the utility function is then quasi-linear and the marginal

utility of income becomes unity.

Country H is served by two �rms, one private domestic �rm D and a foreign multinational

enterprise (MNE), �rm M; located in a foreign country F . The two �rms compete in Cournot

fashion in country H where they sell homogenous products. Firm D produces and sells product

qd in country H and �rm M produces product qm in country F and sells product qm in country
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H , where qd + qm = Q is the total industry output sold in country H. Each �rm has unique level

of productivity when using its own plant. FirmM 0s productivity parameter will be denoted by �;

where � > 0; and �rm D0s productivity parameter will be denoted by � > 0: Productivity of each

�rm will reduce the costs of production, i.e. we assume that higher productivity lowers the costs

of production for each �rm. In country H; there is also a state-owned enterprise (SOE) called

asset k that will be privatized by the government of country H through a direct sale carried out

via a second-price sealed-bid auction. Both �rms serving market H will bid for asset k ; and will

have the option to use asset k as a base for production. If �rm D acquires asset k then it will

have the option to produce either at its own local production site or produce at its newly acquired

plant. If �rm M acquires asset k then it will have the option to produce either in country H

with asset k or produce using its own plant in country F and export. Furthermore, the acquiring

�rm will be able to use asset k0s productivity parameter �i; where i = fM;Dg depending on the

winner of asset k in the auction. The productivity parameter �i > 0 will di¤er for both �rm as

each potential acquirer will combine its own unique knowledge and technical know-how to a¤ect

the productivity of the newly acquired asset k.

In this partial equilibrium model, the interaction in country H will take place in three stages.

In stage one, asset k will be privatized by the government and sold to the highest bidder. In the

second stage, the winner of the auction will have the option to use asset k or to shutdown asset

k and continue to use its own plant. In the third stage, �rm M and D compete via Cournot in

country H where each sell their homogenous product. The three stage game will be solved for

the Cournot-Nash equilibrium by backward induction. The pro�t of each �rm will be denoted

by �i = (p � c�i )qi; where i = fD;Mg:The three stage game is depicted in Figure 1, where we

also provide the cost functions that �rms will face under each possible outcome of the game and

describe them in section 3.1.

Based on the three stage game, there are four possible outcomes and four sets of di¤erent
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Figure 1: Three stage game

payo¤s for each �rm. In the �rst outcome, �rm M wins and produces using asset k and �rm D

loses and sets its output as an optimal response to �rmM: In the second outcome, �rmM wins the

auction and shutdowns asset k and �rm D again loses and sets its output optimally knowing that

k was shutdown. In the third outcome, �rm D wins and produces using asset k and M loses and

sets its output optimally. Finally, in the fourth outcome �rm D wins the auction and shutdowns

asset k and �rm M sets its output optimally knowing that k was shutdown. The shutdown of

the SOE post privatization will depend on the relative levels of �i with � and �: The necessary

conditions for shutdown will be described in the next section.

In the �rst stage of game �rms compete for asset k via a second-price seal-bid auction where

each �rm bids his true valuation. The bid will re�ect the value that each �rm assigns to asset k.

If the values of each �rm are equal then each bidding �rm wins asset k with equal probability.

The valuation that each �rm has for the state asset k is de�ned as vi; where i = fM;Dg: The
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valuation vi is equal to vi = max(�iwp; �iws)�max(�ilp; �ils); where

�iwp � are the winning (w) pro�ts of �rm i when it produces (p) using asset k,

�iws � are the winning (w) pro�ts of �rm i when it shutdown (s) asset k;

�ilp � are the losing (l) pro�ts of �rm i when �rm j decides to produce (p) using asset k, and

i 6= j;

�ils � are the losing (l) pro�ts of �rm i when �rm j decides to shutdown (s) asset k; and i 6= j:

Lemma 1 Let �rm i be the �rm with the highest valuation. The asset k is then acquired by �rm

i; at price equal to �rm j0s valuation of obtaining the state asset instead of �rm i; vj:

Proof: See Appendix.

3.1 Product competition

We start with the third stage and set up the maximization problems for each �rms under the

four possible outcomes of the game described above. We then provide the optimal outputs and

pro�ts for each �rm. Starting with the �rst game outcome, �rm M will win the auction and

produce with k in country H, �rm D will lose the auction produce using its own plant in country

H. Firm M will face a cost function associated with using asset k where we de�ne marginal cost

for �rm M as c�m = s � �m; where s denotes marginal cost associated with using asset k and �m

denotes productivity of asset k under M 0s ownership. Productivity �m lowers the marginal costs

of producing with asset k:We assume that higher productivity achieved by the asset k; underM 0s

ownership, will lower the costs of production. Firm D0s marginal cost will be c�d = cd � �; where

cd is the marginal cost of production and � is D0s productivity that lowers cost of production.

When M wins the auction and produces with k each �rm�s maximization will be:

max
qmwp

�Mwp = max
qmwp

[p(qmwp + qdlp)qmwp � (s� �m)qmwp]

max
qdlp

�Dlp = max
qdlp

[p(qmwp + qdlp)qdlp � (cd � �)qdlp]
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where qmwp is the output of �rmM when M wins (w) the auction and produces (p) with asset

k; and qdlp is the output of �rm D when D loses (l) the auction and M decides to produce (p)

with k: The resulting Cournot-Nash equilibrium outputs for each �rm are given by:

qmwp =
�+ cd � 2s� �+ 2�m

3�

qdlp =
�� 2cd + s+ 2�� �m

3�

and solving for the optimal price we then obtain the maximized pro�ts for both �rm.

�Mwp = �(qmwp)
2 (5)

�Dlp = �(qdlp)
2

The second possible outcome of the game is that �rm M wins the auction and shutdowns

asset k. Firm M 0s cost structure under this possible regime will be c�m = cmt � �; where cmt is

the de�ned as the marginal cost of exporting from country F to country H: The marginal cost of

production for �rmM in country F is denoted by cm and t > 1 denotes the trade costs associated

with exporting to country H: The productivity parameter of �rmM when producing in the foreign

country is denoted by �; where � reduces the overall marginal cost of exporting to countryH. Firm

D will maximize its own pro�ts as a best response to �rm M .

max
qmws

�Mws = max
qmws

[p(qmws + qd)qmws � (cmt� �)qmws]

max
qdls
�Dls = max

qdls
[p(qmws + qdls)qdls � (cd � �)qdls]

The equilibrium outputs are given by

qmws =
�+ cd � 2cmt+ 2� � �

3�

qdls =
�� 2cd + cmt� � + 2�

3�

where qmws is the output of �rm M when M wins (w) the auction and shutdowns (s) asset k;

and qdls is the output of �rm D when D loses (l) the auction and M produces (p) with k: The
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equilibrium pro�ts are:

�Mws = �(qmws)
2 (6)

�Dls = �(qdls)
2

In the third possible outcome of the game �rmD wins asset k and decides to produce with asset

k to serve market H: The cost that �rm D incurs under this market structure will be c�d = s� �d;

where s is the marginal cost of producing using asset k and �d is the productivity of asset k under

�rm D0s acquisition. �d will reduce the cost of production for �rm D. Firm M will then export

from country F facing marginal cost function c�m = cmt� �: Each �rm maximizes pro�ts as a best

response to the rival �rm.

max
qmlp

�Mlp = max
qmlp

[p(qmlp + qdwp)qmlp � (cmt� �)qmlp]

max
qdwp

�Dwp = max
qdwp

[p(qmlp + qdwp)qdwp � (s� �d)qdwp]

The equilibrium outputs for each �rm are:

qmlp =
�+ s� 2cmt+ 2� � �d

3�

qdwp =
�� 2s+ cmt� � + 2�d

3�

where qmlp is the output of �rm M when M loses (l) the auction �rm D produces (p) with

asset k; and qdwp is the output of �rm D when D wins (w) the auction decides to produce (p) with

k:The equilibrium pro�ts are:

�Mlp = �(qmlp)
2 (7)

�Dwp = �(qdwp)
2
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Finally, the last possible outcome of the game is that �rm D wins asset k and decides to shut it

down. FirmD will then use its own production plant and face a marginal cost function c�d = cd��:

FirmM will export from country F and face marginal cost function c�m = cmt��: Firms maximize

pro�ts as best responses to rivals actions.

max
qmls

�Mls = max
qmls

[p(qmls + qdws)qmls � (cmt� �)qmls]

max
qdws

�Dws = max
qdws

[p(qmls + qdws)qdws � (cd � �)qdws]

The equilibrium output will be

qmls =
�+ cd � 2cmt+ 2� � �

3�

qdws =
�� 2cd + cmt� � + 2�

3�

where qmls is the output of �rm M when M loses (l) the auction and �rm D shutdowns (s)

asset k; and qdws is the output of �rm D when D wins (w) the auction and produces (p) with k:

The equilibrium pro�ts for each �rm are given by:

�Mls = �(qmls)
2 (8)

�Dws = �(qdws)
2

Using the third stage equilibrium pro�ts, we can now characterize the decision to shutdown

asset k in the second stage.

3.2 Decision to shutdown

The decision to shutdown will depend on the relationship between productivity that �rms face

when producing at their own plants and productivity levels when producing using asset k: The

decision to shutdown will also depend on the di¤erence in the marginal cost of production that

each �rm faces in its own plant and the trade costs that are faced by �rmM when exporting. The
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following proposition summarized the necessary conditions for shutdown of asset k :

Proposition 2 The foreign multinational will shutdown the state �rm after acquisition i¤ (s �

cmt)+� > �m: The domestic �rm will shutdown the state �rm after acquisition i¤ (s�cd)+� > �d:

Proof: See the Appendix.

The decision to shutdown depends on the underlying marginal costs that �rms face when

producing and on �rms own productivity when using own plants to produce. We also see that in

acquisition, �rms have to consider more than their own productivities, they also have to consider

the productivity of the acquired SOEs. This is especially crucial for MNEs that are acquiring the

SOE to serve a new foreign market. It has been established that MNEs, which decide to serve

foreign markets, are more productive than �rm that do not engage in FDI7. We see that when

FDI takes the form of acquisition, MNEs high productivity is not the only necessary requirement

for successful FDI, in acquisition the productivity of the acquired �rm also matters. As we see

in Proposition 2, if the productivity of the SOE after acquisition is low then the MNEs will

shutdown the SOE and FDI will be unsuccessful. From this we could expect that in choosing a

SOE to acquire, a MNE will prefer higher productive SOEs in order to be able produce locally.

For the domestic private �rm, it is also important to acquire an SOE with high productivity in

order for the SOE to be operational after acquisition. However, the domestic private �rm already

has its own local production and therefore, by acquiring the SOE, the domestic private �rm only

captures market share. On the other hand, the MNEs gain from SOE�s acquisition is to forgo

trade costs that exist between countries. We simulate Proposition 2 and show in Figure 2 the

four possible outcomes that can occur to SOE after it has been acquired. Figure 2 displays the

decision to shutdown in the space of productivities �m and �d: We see that as productivities rise

each acquiring �rm will want to use the SOE for production. We also see that initially when

7See Melitz 2003.
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Figure 2: The decision to shutdown for each �rm displayed in the productivity space �m and �d
of asset k: Other parameters are set as follows: � = � = 1; cd = cm = 0:2; � = � = 0:3; t = 1; and
s = 0:2:

there are no trade costs, MNEs will only produce with the SOE when productivity of the SOE is

high. As trade costs increase, the MNE is willing to use the SOE as local production for lower

levels of SOEs productivity. Local production allows the MNEs to close down its export operation

and serve the market using the SOE. The MNE�s decision to shutdown the SOE is in�uenced by

trade costs and we can conclude that MNE�s incentives to shutdown the SOEs should be lower as

trade costs between countries are signi�cant8. The domestic private �rm�s decision to shutdown

is independent of trade costs, as we see in Figure 2. In the next section, however, we will show

that although the domestic �rms decision to shutdown is independent of trade costs, its decision

to acquire the SOEs is not.

3.3 Equilibrium ownership and shutdown decision

In the �rst stage, we solve for the equilibrium buyer of asset k based on each bidders valuation.

From the second-price sealed-bid auction we also obtain the acquisition price paid by the winner

8For a summary of trade costs between countries see a recent survey by Anderson and van Wincoop (2004)
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of the auction. To derive the equilibrium buyer we will use each �rms third stage pro�ts and

productivity level that �rms may have when using asset k. We also use Lemma1, where we have

showed that if �rm i; i = fM;Dg; has greater valuation for asset k than �rm j, then �rm i will

win the auction and pay price equal to �rm j0s valuation, and i 6= j: That is, when vi > vj; then

�rm i wins and pays price vj: We can rewrite vi > vj as vi � vj > 0 and �rm i wins the auction if

the inequality holds and acquires asset k. Using this we can solve for the equilibrium buyer and

equilibrium price, we have the following results:

Proposition 3 The equilibrium buyer, the equilibrium price, and the equilibrium shutdown deci-

sion are as follows:

1. If (s� c)+ � > �m and (s� c)+� > �d; then each �rm obtains asset k with equal probability

at price vm = vd = 0 and the state asset k is shutdown after the auction.

2. If (s � c) + � > �m and (s � c) + � < �d; and ��d is the productivity level of asset k under

domestic ownership that satis�es vm� vd = 0; then for �d > ��d the domestic �rm wins asset

k at price vm and produces with it; and if �d < �
�
d then the foreign MNE acquires the state

asset k at a price of vd and shuts it down.

3. If (s � c) + � < �m and (s � c) + � > �d; and ��m is the productivity level of asset k under

foreign MNE�s ownership that satis�es vm� vd = 0; then for �m > ��m the foreign MNE wins

asset k at price vd and produces with it; and if �m < �
�
m then the domestic �rm acquires the

state asset k at price vm and shuts it down.

4. If (s � c) + � < �m and (s � c) + � < �d; and
�
�d
�m

��
is the ratio of productivity level of

asset k under domestic ownership to productivity level under foreign MNE�s ownership that

satis�es vm � vd = 0; then for
�
�d
�m

�
<

�
�d
�m

��
the foreign MNE wins asset k at a price of

vd and produces with it; and if
�
�d
�m

�
>

�
�d
�m

��
then the domestic �rm acquires the state

asset k at a price vm and produces with it.
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Figure 3: The equilibrium acquirer of asset k and the the shutdown decision displayed in the
productivity space �m and �d of asset k: Other parameters are set as follows: � = � = 1; cd =
cm = 0:2; � = � = 0:3; t = 1; and s = 0:2:

Proof: See the Appendix.

In the Figure 3, we display the equilibrium assignment of ownership and shutdown based on

productivity �m and �d as described in Proposition 3. We see that there are four regions as

Proposition 3 suggests.

The equilibrium ownership structure is complex and depends on parameter values of asset k0s

productivity, productivity and marginal costs of the bidding �rms and the trade costs that exist

between the countries. Proposition 3 also implies that �rms have incentive to acquire the SOE

when they know that productivity of the SOE will rise after acquisition and therefore, so will

the acquirer�s pro�ts. It also implies that rival �rms have incentives to acquire and eliminate the

SOE when they know the productivity achieved by the SOE under new ownership will increase.

The elimination of the SOE will prevent sti¤er competition after the privatization process, which
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would lower rival �rm�s pro�ts9. Overall, the rise of SOEs productivity after acquisition can

lead to increased probability of shutdown as rivals may strategically prevent realization of higher

productivity levels of SOEs by acquiring and shutting down the SOEs.

4 Data and Empirical Model

The e¤ects highlighted in the theory imply that shutdown of SOEs can be caused by post privatiza-

tion ownership and by SOEs productivity. We have demonstrated that in competition, �rms have

incentives to acquire and produce using the SOE and also shutdown the SOE. Speci�cally, we have

demonstrated that both �rms have incentives to shutdown the SOE, however as cross-border trade

costs rise the MNE should have higher incentives to keep the SOE and produce locally. This higher

productivity of SOE achieved under the MNE�s ownership can also lead to increased incentives to

shutdown the SOEs by competing rivals who then bene�t by lower competition levels and higher

pro�ts. We estimate whether foreign MNEs or domestic private �rms have higher probability to

shutdown privatized SOEs. We also estimate the impact that productivity of privatized SOEs has

on shutdown probability of SOEs.

4.1 Data

In order to test our theory we use sample privatization data that only includes SOEs that were

privatized via a direct sale to either foreign or domestic investor10. This method of privatization �ts

with our auction framework where SOEs�exchanged ownership only once directly from government

to private investor. We use �rm-level privatization data on 10 Central and Eastern European

countries to determine whether MNEs have a higher probability of shutting down SOEs. The

9We can clearly see from thrid stage pro�ts that �rm�s pro�ts are lower with increase in rivals productivity �i;

that is:
@�i
@�j

< 0:

10There are other forms of privatization that governments used to dispose SOEs including sale to managers and
employees and voucher privatization.
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data comes from Bureau van Dijk Electronic Publishing Zephyr merger and acquisition database

and Orbis �rm database. Using these databases we were able to �nd 526 SOE sold to either a

domestic or foreign investor. We then dropped any SOE that had less than 50% of its assets

sold in the privatization process so that our data contains SOEs that have no direct government

control. Dropping any SOEs that had less than 50% of its assets sold also �ts with our theory as

our auction models assumes that the SOEs are owned by the acquirer and the acquirer has full

control of the shutdown decision. We also dropped from our sample any �rm that did not report

one or more input or output measures for all the years in the data. Also, few SOEs had more

than one record as the direct sale was carried out in multiple stages, we dropped all duplicated

records and only retained latest record for each SOE. In the end, we were left with 419 SOEs that

were privatized by direct majority sale to a private foreign or domestic investor. Using the years

from 1998 to 2006 we constructed our panel �rm-level data where each sample unit includes one

formerly state-owned �rm and contains detailed balance sheet income statement data11.

The di¢ culty that most studies run into when working in the area of privatization is the avail-

ability and consistency of the data. As is described by Megginson and Netter (2001) governments

that collect data have various standards of data collection, and the amount of information that is

disclosed varies from country to country and over time. Our data set does not contain many of the

consistency problems that exist in privatization data sets collected directly from the governments

as all of our data was veri�ed by the Bureau van Dijk Electronic Publishings. Another potential

problem with privatization data is sample selection bias. Sample selection bias can arise from the

fact that governments may want to privatize better performing �rms or to privatize better �rms

�rst. Selection bias can also arise due to data availability and collection in transition countries

where better data is collected on better performing �rms. One of the main problems that selection

bias can cause in our study is the underrepresentation of �rms who were shutdown. We believe

11We use the years 1998-2006 as these are the only years available in the database.
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that if there is sample selection bias in our data then it actually strengthens our argument. If

better performing �rms were privatized �rst then the shutdown rate among them should be low

as is demonstrated in our theory where productivity rise lowers the incentives to shutdown. If all

�rms were privatized at the same time then the shutdown rate would be higher and we believe

that it would further strengthen our �ndings. In the presence of possible selection bias we wanted

to be certain of the status of every �rm in our data. We conducted a detailed search on each �rm

and were able to determine which �rms are operational and which were shutdown. We believe

that the shutdown rate is higher among the actual population if there is sample selection bias in

our data.

The most important aspect of our study is to clearly identify which of the 419 privatized �rms

where shutdown after privatization took place. The data does not provide a clear indication of

which of the �rms were shutdown and therefore, in order to guarantee accuracy in identifying

all the shutdown �rms, we conducted detail search on all of the 419 �rms. In our search we

used various country databases, news sources, and �rm websites. We identi�ed 44 �rms that

were shutdown after they were acquired by private �rms. Even with our detailed search, we

were uncertain about the status of 55 �rms. For those 55 �rms, we used employment to identify

shutdown. Following Mata and Portugal (1994); Mata, Portugal and Guimarães (1995) and Van

Beveren (2006) where they assume that if employment falls to zero in a particular year, then the

�rm is shutdown, we identi�ed another 9 �rms. We did slightly alter their de�nition of shutdown

and only considered �rms to be shutdown if employment at these �rms fell below 10 employees in

two consecutive years after acquisition and constituted more than a 1000% reduction in workforce

from previous employment levels.
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4.2 Empirical Model

To estimate whether foreign MNEs have a higher probability to shutdown SOEs we use a probit

speci�cation:

Pr(ShutDownit = 1jXit;) = �(X
0

it) (9)

where the dependant variable

ShutDownit =

8>><>>:
1 if firm i was shutdown in year t

0 if firm i is still operational in final year

(10)

In estimating the shutdown probability we control for various SOEs characteristics, including age,

size and productivity. Previous literature on �rm shutdown has shown that these characteristics

lower the probability of shutdown. We also include acquisition costs and a full set of year and

country dummies, as well as, industry controls using single digit USSIC codes.

To control for the age of SOEs, we use the initial date of incorporation given for each �rm

and the last year that a �rm is present in the data to construct an (Ageit) variable. To control

for size (Si zeit) of SOEs at a given time, we use the natural log of number of employees. Total

factor productivity (TFPit) of each SOE is obtained using Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) method

where intermediate inputs are used as proxy for unobservable SOE productivity. We describe this

method in the Appendix. Table 5 (in the Appendix) provides productivity coe¢ cients obtained

from estimating value added production function using Levinsohn and Petrin (2003). We also

control for acquisition costs (Acquisition Cost)paid for the SOE using the deal value given in our

data, which is the amount paid by each acquiring �rm for the SOE in the privatization process.

Acquisition costs should also decrease the probability of shutdown as higher the price paid for

the SOE, the lower should be the probability of shutdown. Also, we use industry �xed e¤ects to

control for the heterogeneity in acquisition costs by industry.
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The goal of our study is to determine whether foreign MNEs have a higher probability to

shutdown SOEs as compared to domestic private �rms. To capture this e¤ect we construct the

foreign ownership variable:

ForeignOwnershipit =

�
1 if SOE is owned by foreign MNE

0 if SOE is owned by domestic firm
(11)

which is a dummy variables capturing SOEs that were acquired by foreign MNEs. This variable

will show if foreign MNEs have a higher probability to shutdown acquired SOEs. We also want

to estimate whether increase in productivity of SOEs under a given ownership leads to a lower or

higher shutdown probability of the SOEs. To accomplish this we split our data into two samples,

�rst includes all the SOEs acquired by domestic �rms and second includes all the SOEs acquired

by foreign �rms.

A limitation of the proposed model is that we have non-random assignment of ownership and

this causes endogeneity for our ForeignOwnership variable. The ForeignOwnership variable

is potentially a choice variable and is correlated with unobservables relegated to the error term.

Ownership assignment in the data is not random and the reasons that a �rm (MNE or domestic)

decided to acquire the SOE can also be the same reasons for shutdown of the SOE after acquisition.

The current speci�cation of the model does not separate these two e¤ects. Our �nding are therefore

conditional on acquisition initially occurring. One propose methodology for treating endogeneity

bias is the Heckman two-step procedure. In our case this method cannot be implemented as our

data on acquiring �rms is truncated. We don�t observe �rms that were unsuccessful bidders in the

auction to acquire the SOEs.
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4.3 Summary Statistics

In Table 1 (in the Appendix), we summarize shutdown statistics for all the 419 �rms. We see

that out of 419 SOEs 53 were shutdown after privatization and 366 are still operational at the end

of 2006. In Table 1, we de�ne Domestic �rms as SOEs that were acquired by domestic private

�rms and Foreign �rms as SOEs acquired by foreign MNEs. Out of the 53 shutdown �rms, 41

or 77% were shutdown by Domestic acquirers and 12 or 23% were shutdown by Foreign MNEs.

We also see that domestic private �rms acquired 70% of all the SOEs and foreign MNEs acquired

30% of SOEs. Therefore, this Table 1 suggests that domestic �rm have a higher rate of shutdown

as compared to the proportion of SOEs they acquired. In Table 2, we provide the acquisition

statistics for SOEs based on industries. We have divided the SOEs into manufacturing and service

categories. Manufacturing �rms engage in manufacturing, construction and agricultural business,

while Service �rms engage in all types of services including �nancial, wholesale, retail, transporta-

tion, communication and various utilities. Due to the small sample size of our data, the two types

of industry classi�cation encompass a broad range of �rms. However, this subgroup classi�cation

should still produce better estimates of productivity than by combining all the �rms into one

group.

In Table 3, we compare SOEs characteristics by ownership. We present means for �rm revenue,

capital, employment, age, total factor productivity and acquisition costs. There is a signi�cant

di¤erence between ownership type in revenue and capital, which are in thousand Euro12. Employ-

ment provides mean number of employees by ownership where we see that domestic �rms acquired

SOE with signi�cantly larger employment level than SOE acquired by multinationals. We have

a signi�cant di¤erence in the mean age of SOEs, where SOEs sold to foreign multinationals are

older then SOEs sold to domestic �rms. We also provide a comparison of domestic and foreign

12Capital is de�ned as total assets minus total cash �ows, which provides a measure of total value of machinery,
buildings and land.
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acquisition costs where it is clear that MNEs have incurred higher acquisition costs.

In Table 4, we compare characteristics of �rms that were shutdown to �rms that are still

operational at the end of 2006. Firms that were shutdown have signi�cantly lower revenue, capital,

employment and TFP. We see that the age is not signi�cant in comparing the shutdown �rms and

operational �rms. Acquisitions costs are signi�cant and are higher for �rms that are operational.

Summary statistics indicate that domestic private �rms have a higher probability to shutdown

SOEs. Starting with Table 1, the domestic investors acquired and shutdown a higher number

of SOEs than did the foreign MNEs. We also see from Table 3 that foreign MNEs are acquiring

better performing SOEs. SOEs acquired by foreign MNEs have a higher revenue, capital and TFP.

We expect that �rms with higher TFP to have a lower probability of shutdown as was indicated

by Table 4 where we directly compared �rms that were shutdown to operational �rms. We also

saw that foreign MNEs are acquiring SOEs at a much higher acquisition costs, however, this is not

surprising as foreign MNEs again are acquiring better performing �rms. Therefore, we expect to

see that foreign MNEs have a lower probability of shutting down SOEs after privatization. In the

next section we explore this further with the model and estimate whether foreign MNE do have

a lower probability to shutdown SOEs while controlling for known factors that reduce probability

of shutdown. We also estimate the impact that productivity of all SOEs has on shutdown, as well

as, productivity of SOEs owned only by foreign MNEs.

5 Estimates and implications

Probit estimates are presented in Table 6, where we provide marginal e¤ects. In the �rst column

we provide the estimates of shutdown probability of SOEs with year and country �xed e¤ects. The

result is clear, ForeignOwnershipit has a negative impact on shutdown of SOEs, meaning that

SOEs acquired by MNEs have 2.89% lower probability of being shutdown as compared to SOEs
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owned by domestic private �rms. This �nding is rather substantial in magnitude when we consider

that only 13% of the �rms in the data were shutdown. Other control variables as age and size have

the predicted negative impact on probability of shutdown of SOEs. We also see that productivity

reduces the probability of shutdown where rise in productivity indicates a lower probability to be

shutdown. Acquisition costs also reduce shutdown probability where we see that as acquisition

costs increase investors value the SOE higher and are less likely to shut it down. In the second

column we also use one digit USSIC codes as industry �xed e¤ects. Again, ForeignOwnershipit

remains negative with MNEs ownership reducing the probability of shutdown by 4.47%. Other

control variables also remain negative and lower the probability of SOEs shutdown signi�cantly.

In Table 7 and 8 we split our data into SOEs acquired by MNEs and SOEs acquired by domestic

private �rms, respectively. In Table 7, we see that the coe¢ cients on TFP are negative in �rst

and second column. We interpret coe¢ cients on TFP to mean that as productivity of the SOEs

increases the shutdown probability of SOEs acquired by MNEs decreases. In Table 8, we again

see that coe¢ cients on TFP are negative meaning that when productivity of SOE�s increases

under domestic ownership then probability of SOE�s shutdown decreases. These results support

our theoretical �ndings where we have shown that higher productivity of SOEs provide lower

incentives to shutdown SOEs.

6 Conclusion

Privatization of SOE�s in transitional economies is an ongoing process. MNEs are using privati-

zation process to acquire SOEs in order to gain quick market entry and avoid international trade

costs. Increased MNE�s activity in transitional economies has lead to concerns that MNEs may be

acquiring and shutting down SOEs. The argument states that MNEs are interested in eliminat-

ing competition and capturing market share and not interested in local production. We examine
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whether MNE�s ownership of SOEs increases the probability of SOE�s shutdown. We study how

international trade costs and productivity of SOE�s impact the decision to shutdown SOE�s after

privatization.

First, we develop a two-country model of oligopoly in partial equilibrium where we allow for

strategic interaction between �rms. We show that as international trade costs increase, MNEs have

greater incentives to produce locally and this lower the probability of SOE�s shutdown. We have

also show that higher productivity of SOE�s will induce MNE�s to produce in the local market.

Higher productivity of SOE�s under speci�c ownership structure may provide incentives for rival

bidders to prevent this ownership structure from realization. Rival bidders do this in order to

lower post privatization competition and increase their own pro�ts.

Using �rm-level privatization data from Central and Eastern Europe we test our theory. We

�nd that MNE�s ownership of SOEs is associated with lower probability of SOE�s shutdown,

whereas domestic private �rm�s ownership of SOEs increases the probability of SOE�s shutdown.

We �nd that SOE�s acquired by MNEs have greater productivity than SOE�s acquired by domestic

private �rms. We also �nd that higher levels of productivity are associated with lower probability

of SOEs shutdown.

Our results are contrary to the literature on international trade and shutdown of �rms by

MNE�s. While other studies done on developed and developing countries �nd that MNE�s owner-

ship is associated with higher levels of �rm shutdown, we �nd that in transitional economies MNE�s

ownership decreases the probability of shutdown. The next step in our research is to compare the

shutdown patterns of SOEs to non-SOEs. We also plan to further develop the theory of �rm

shutdown and incorporate asymmetric information on productivity among potential sellers and

buyers of SOEs. We suspect that governments unable to have full information regarding SOE�s

expected productivity after privatization misallocate SOEs to buyers with higher probability of

shutdown.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1

Let vi > vj without loss of generality. First, consider the equilibrium candidate where �rm i

acquires asset k. Consider the equilibrium bid b�, where b�i > b
�
j ; j 6= i: Let �rm i be the owner

obtaining asset k. Note that b�i > v
�
i is a weakly dominated strategy, since no �rm will post a bid

over its maximum valuation of obtaining the assets. If b�i < v
�
j ; �rm j bene�ts from deviating to

b��j = b
�
i +"; since it then obtains the assets and pays a price for the assets lower than its valuation

of obtaining them. Last, consider bid b�i = v�j ; b
�
j = vj � ": Then, no �rm has an incentive to

deviate. Thus, this is a Nash Equilibrium (NE) and the only NE where �rm i obtains asset k.

Let us now show that this is the only NE. First, consider the situation where �rm j obtains

asset k. Consider the equilibrium bid b�, where b�j > b
�
i ; j 6= i: But we know that in equilibrium,

b�j < vj; since �rm j otherwise plays a weakly dominated strategy. But if b�j < vj; �rm i bene�ts

from deviating to b��i = b
�
j + "; since it then obtains asset k and pays a price which is lower than

its valuation of obtaining asset k. Thus, �rm j obtaining asset k is not an equilibrium.

Second, note that the situation where �rms i and j do not obtain the assets cannot occur if

there is no reservation price at the auction. �

Proof of Proposition 2:

The proof is derived from analyzing the optimal actions of both �rms in the second stage.

First, assume that �rmM is the winner of the auction. Then �rmM will choose to close the state

asset k if pro�ts obtained in the third stage are higher if �rmM were to export, i.e. �Mws > �Mwp:

Using the pro�ts derived in the third stage we see that this inequality holds only i¤

[�+ cd � 2cmt+ 2� � �]2
9�

>
[�+ cd � 2s� �+ 2�m]2

9�
(12)
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simplifying this we see that the necessary condition for �rm M to shutdown the state asset k is

(s� cmt) + � > �m: (13)

Similarly we can show the necessary condition for the domestic �rm to shutdown the state

asset k. Assume that �rm D is the winner of the auction then �rm D will choose to close the state

asset k if pro�ts obtained in the third stage are higher when D uses its own plant to produce, i.e.

�Dws > �Dwp: This inequality can be shown to hold i¤

[�� 2cd + cmt� � + 2�]2
9�

>
[�� 2s+ cmt� � + 2�d]2

9�
(14)

simplifying this expression we see that �rm D will shutdown the state asset k only if

(s� cd) + � > �d: (15)

�

Proof of Proposition 3:

We start with outcome 1 in Proposition 3: In this market structure both �rms decide to

shutdown asset k after acquisition, i.e. (s � c) + � > �m and (s � c) + � > �d: Pro�ts for both

�rms are: �Mws > �Mwp and �Dws > �Dwp: Valuation that each �rm has for asset k is de�ned by

vi = max(�iwp; �iws) � max(�ilp; �ils); were i = fM;Dg: Because �rm�s pro�ts are higher under

shutdown of asset k we can write the valuations as:

vm = �Mws � �Mls =
[�+ cd � 2cmt+ 2� � �]2

9�
� [�+ cd � 2cmt+ 2� � �]

2

9�
= 0 (16)

vd = �Dws � �Dls =
[�� 2cd + cmt� � + 2�]2

9�
� [�� 2cd + cmt� � + 2�]

2

9�
= 0 (17)
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Again, by Lemma 1, when the valuation of �rm i is greater than valuation of �rm j then �rm

i wins the auction and pays price equal to �rm j0s valuation, and i 6= j. That it, when vi > vj;

then �rm i wins and pays price vj. We rewrite vi > vj as vi � vj > 0 and �rm i wins the auction

and acquires asset k. In this situation

vm � vd = 0 (18)

and both �rms win with equal probability and the acquisition price is equal to vm = vd = 0. This

is the situation when no �rm wants to acquire asset k and privatization of asset k is not optimal

for the government as asset k will be shutdown by both bidders after the auction.

In outcome 2 of Proposition 3, if (s� c) + � > �m and (s� c) + � < �d then by Proposition 2

�rmM will shutdown asset k after acquisition but �rm D will use asset k to produce. Each �rm�s

valuation for asset k is:

vm = �Mws � �Mlp =
[�+ cd � 2cmt+ 2� � �]2

9�
� [�+ s� 2cmt+ 2� � �d]

2

9�
=

� 1
9�
(s+ �� �d � cd) (s+ 4� + 2�� �� �d + cd � 4cmt) :

vd = �Dwp � �Dls =
[�� 2s+ cmt� � + 2�d]2

9�
� [�� 2cd + cmt� � + 2�]

2

9�
=

� 4
9�
(s+ �� �d � cd) (�� � � s+ �+ �d � cd + cmt) :

and the equilibrium buyer will be obtain based on the sign of vm� vd:We simplify vm� vd and

compare individual terms to determine the sign of vm � vd:

vm � vd =
1

9�
(s+ �� �d � cd) (2�� 8� � 5s+ 5�+ 5�d � 5cd + 8cmt) (19)

The �rst term in the equality is 1
9�
> 0: The second term (s+���d� cd) < 0 follows from the

fact that �rm D would want to produce using asset k. Therefore, the sign of vm�vd is determined

by the third term. The third term is (2�� 8� � 5s+ 5�+ 5�d � 5cd + 8cmt) ; we de�ne the value

of ��d as the level of productivity of �rm D that will make 2��8��5s+5��5cd+8cmt+5��d = 0,
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simplifying

��d =
8� + 5s+ 5cd � 5�� 8cmt� 2�

5
(20)

which then implies that ��d is the level of k
0s productivity under D0s ownership that makes

vm � vd = 0; and both �rms will win the auction with equal probability. Now, if �d > ��d then

(2�� 8� � 5s+ 5�+ 5�d � 5cd + 8cmt) > 0 and vm � vd < 0: Firm D wins the auction and pays

acquisition price equal to vm. If �d < ��d then (2�� 8� � 5s+ 5�+ 5�d � 5cd + 8cmt) < 0 and

vm � vd > 0: Firm M wins the auction and pays acquisition price vd:

In outcome 3 of Proposition 3; if (s� c) + � < �m and (s� c) + � > �d then by Proposition 2

�rmM will produce using asset k and �rm D will shutdown asset k after the auction. Each �rm�s

valuation for asset k is:

vm = �Mwp � �Mls =
[�+ cd � 2s� �+ 2�m]2

9�
� [�+ cd � 2cmt+ 2� � �]

2

9�
=

� 4
9�
(s+ � � �m � cmt) (� � s+ �� �+ �m + cd � cmt) :

vd = �Dws � �Dlp =
[�� 2cd + cmt� � + 2�]2

9�
� [�� 2cd + s+ 2�� �m]

2

9�
=

� 1
9�
(s+ � � �m � cmt) (s� � + 2�+ 4�� �m � 4cd + cmt) :

and the equilibrium buyer will be obtain based on the sign of vm � vd: Again, we simplify

vm � vd and compare individal terms to obtain the sign of vm � vd.

vm � vd = �
1

9�
(s+ � � �m � cmt) (5� � 5s+ 2�� 8�+ 5�m + 8cd � 5cmt) (21)

The �rst term is � 1

9�
< 0: The second term (s+ � � �m � cmt) < 0 follows from the fact

that �rm M would want to produce using asset k after acquisition. Finally, the sign of vm � vd is

determine by the third term. The third term is (5� � 5s+ 2�� 8�+ 5�m + 8cd � 5cmt) ; we de�ne

��m as the value of �rm M 0s productivity that makes 5� � 5s + 2� � 8� + 8cd � 5cmt + 5��m = 0;

simplifying

��m =
5cmt+ 5s+ 8�� 8cd � 5� � 2�

5
(22)
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which then implies that ��m is the level of k0s productivity under M 0s ownership that makes

vm � vd = 0; and both �rms win the auction with equal probability. Now, if �m > ��m then

(5� � 5s+ 2�� 8�+ 5�m + 8cd � 5cmt) > 0 and vm� vd > 0: Firm M wins the auction and pays

acquisition price equal to vd: If �m < ��m then (5� � 5s+ 2�� 8�+ 5�m + 8cd � 5cmt) < 0 and

vm � vd < 0: Firm D wins the acution and pays acquisition price equal to vm:

In outcome 4 of Proposition 3; if (s� c) + � < �m and (s� c) + � < �d then by Proposition 2

both M and D want to acquire and produce with asset k: Each �rm�s valuation for asset k is:

vm = �Mwp � �Mlp =
[�+ cd � 2s� �+ 2�m]2

9�
� [�+ s� 2cmt+ 2� � �d]

2

9�
=

� 1
9�
(�d � 2� � �� 3s+ 2�m + cd + 2cmt) (s� 2� � 2�+ �+ �d � 2�m � cd + 2cmt)

vd = �Dwp � �Dlp =
[�� 2s+ cmt� � + 2�d]2

9�
� [�� 2cd + s+ 2�� �m]

2

9�
=

� 1
9�
(2�d � � � 2�� 3s+ �m + 2cd + cmt) (s+ � � 2�� 2�� 2�d + �m + 2cd � cmt)

and the equilibrium buyer will be obtain based on the sign of vm � vd: We simplify vm � vd

and compare individal terms to obtain the sign of vm � vd.

vm � vd = (23)

� 1

9�
(8s� � 8s�� 10s�d + 10s�m + 5�2 � 5�2 + 5�2d � 5�2m + 5c2mt2 + 8scd � 5c2d + 2��

�2��� 8��d + 2��d � 2��m + 8��m + 2�cd + 10�cd � 8�mcd � 8scmt� 10�cmt� 2�cmt+ 8�dcmt)

The �rst term � 1
9�
< 0: The sign of vm � vd will be determined by the sign of the second term.

We simplify the second term and de�ne
�
�d
�m

��
as the ratio of productivity levels of D and M

that makes vm � vd = 0:

�
�d
�m

��
=
(+5�m � 8�+ 2�+ 8cd � 10s)
(5�d � 8� + 2�+ 8cmt� 10s)

+ (24)

(8s�� 8s� � 5�2 + 5�2 � 5c2mt2 � 8scd + 5c2d � 2��+ 2��� 2�cd � 10�cd + 8scmt+ 10�cmt+ 2�cmt)
�m(5�d � 8� + 2�+ 8cmt� 10s)
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If
�
�d
�m

�
<

�
�d
�m

��
then vm � vd > 0 and �rm M is the winner of the auction and pays

acquisition price equal to vd. If
�
�d
�m

�
>

�
�d
�m

��
then vm � vd < 0 and �rm D is the winner of

the auction and pays acquisition price equal to vm. �

Productivity Estimation using Levinsohn and Petrin (2003):

We estimate the value added Cobb-Douglas production function (gross output net materials)

vit = �o + �llit + �kkit +$it + �it (25)

where vit denotes value added, and lit and kit are labor and capital, respectively. The error

term is split into the observable �rm-level productivity $it and the unobserved error term �it

that captures the measurement error and other unexpected circumstances. The main issue in

estimating productivity functions is trying to address the fact that unobservable productivity

shock can be correlated with �rm inputs of production. This method of productivity estimation

uses intermediate inputs to production as proxy for the unobservable productivity shocks. After

estimating the coe¢ cients on labor and capital we can back out total factor productivity in levels

by

TFP jit = exp(vit � �̂llit � �̂kkit) (26)

where TFP jit is given for each �rm i at time t in industry j. For further details on this methodology

see Levinsohn and Petrin (2003).3
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Table 1: Shutdown Statistics of SOEs by Ownership

SOEs acquired by: Domestic Foreign Total

Shutdown Firms 41 12 53 (13%)

Operational Firms 249 117 366 (87%)

Total 290 (70%) 129 (30%) 419 (100%)

Note: Domestic �rms are SOEs acquired by domestic private
�rms and Foreign �rms are SOEs acquired by foreign MNEs

Table 2: Ownership of SOEs by Industry

SOEs acquired by: Domestic Foreign Total

Manufacturing 197 74 271

Service 93 55 148

Total 290 129 419

Table 3: SOEs characteristics by Ownership

SOEs acquired by: Domestic Foreign t-test

Revenue 101194.3 151719.1 -2.25��

Capital 97453.97 142713.8 -2.8���

Employment 1913 1310 -3.75���

Age 25 28.3 -2.4��

TFP 15.2 18 -2.28��

Acquisition Cost 18480.25 122430.7 -2.50��

Note: Means of all values are given, where Revenue,
Capital and Acquisition Costs are in Thousands Euro.

* signi�cant at 10%, **signi�cant at 5%, *** signi�cant at 1%.
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Table 4: SOEs characteristics by Shutdown

Shutdown Firms Operational Firms t-test

Revenue 30258.45 128221.8 8.9���

Capital 45131.48 120917.7 7.37���

Employment 1120 1904 3.88���

Age 27.05 26.03 -0.45

TFP 11.32 16.80 5.18���

Acquisition Cost 14996.79 55608.04 2.49��

Note: Means of all values are given, where Revenue,
Capital and Acquisition Costs are in Thousands Euro.

* signi�cant at 10%, **signi�cant at 5%, *** signi�cant at 1%.

Table 5: Productivity estimates for SOEs

labor capital

Manufacturing 0.0988� 0.5865���

(0.0581) (0.1878)

Service 0.4740��� 0.4060���

(0.0748) (0.1546)

Note: Standard Errors are given in the
parenthesis. * signi�cant at 10%,

**signi�cant at 5%, *** signi�cant at 1%.
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Table 6: Probit Results on all SOEs

I II III IV V

Foreign Ownership -0.0962��� -0.0447��� -0.0202��� -0.1761��� -0.0323��

(0.0094) (0.0112) (0.0127) (0.0300) (0.0520)

TFP -0.0016��� 0.0003�� 0.0001
(0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0001)

Size -0.0119��� -0.0045��� -0.0012���

(0.0036) (0.0027) (0.0034)

Age -0.0010��� -0.0003�� -0.0001��

(0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Acquisition Cost -0.0021�� -0.0008� -0.0001
(0.0009) (0.0005) (0.0001)

Shareholder�s Funds -0.0031� 0.0007
(0.0023) (0.0020)

P/L before Tax -0.0044��� -0.0015���

(0.0029) (0.0042)

Acquirer�s Age -0.0021��� -0.0001��

(0.0006) (0.0002)

Acquirer�s num. of Subsid. -0.0013��� 0.0001
(0.0003) (0.0001)

Note: The coe¢ cients provide marginal e¤ects. Each column also includes year, country and
industry �xed e¤ects. Acquisition Costs are measured in 10 million Euros. * signi�cant at 10%,
**signi�cant at 5%, *** signi�cant at 1%. Standard Errors are given in parenthesis and are

robust.
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Table 7: Probit Results on SOEs

SOEs Acquired by MNEs SOEs Acquired by Domestic Firms

TFP -0.0010�� -0.0019���

(0.0006) (0.0005)

Size 0.0049 -0.0057
(0.0046) (0.0039)

Age -0.0002 -0.0031���

(0.0002) (0.0006)

Acquisition Cost -0.0031� -0.0002
(0.0010) (0.0009)

Note: The coe¢ cients provide marginal e¤ects. Each column also includes year,
country and industry �xed e¤ects. Acquisition Costs are measured in 10 million Euros.
* signi�cant at 10%, **signi�cant at 5%, *** signi�cant at 1%. Standard Errors are

given in parenthesis and are robust.
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